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Abstract

Although talent management is widely discussed in large for–profit organisations and multinationals, it has been little discussed in relation to higher education. This paper examines one aspect of talent management, recruitment, in academia in accounting, in two different countries, Scotland and the Republic of Ireland. It frames the study around three dilemmas - transparency versus autonomy, the power of human resources versus the power of academics, and equality versus homogeneity. It considers the recruitment context and drivers, what this tells us about how talent is defined, and the insights that can be gained from comparing recruitment across different disciplines and geographical contexts. By examining recruitment in one discipline across different contexts we show that recruitment is influenced by a complex interplay between subfield and context which can be linked to the strategic priorities of universities in the three contexts, resulting in different definitions of talent.
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Introduction

Since McKinsey consultants coined the term *The War for Talent* in the late 1990s, talent management has been recognised as a critical success factor for organisations but concern has been raised that the term lacks an adequate and generally agreed definition (Scullion and Collings, 2011). Talent management spans the employee lifecycle, from attracting and selecting employees to developing and retaining them (Scullion, Collings and Caligiuri, 2010; Stahl et al., 2012). This paper focuses on the recruitment stage of this lifecycle.

Current literature on talent management has mainly been conceptual (Thunnissen, Boselie and Fruytier, 2013a), has paid little attention to implementation and power processes (Watson, 2004) or context (McKenna, Richardson and Manroop, 2010; Van den Brink, Thunnissen and Fruytier, 2013) and has focused mainly on for-profit, corporate settings (Scullion and Collings, 2011; Thunnissen et al., 2013a). One exception is Van den Brink et al.’s (2013) examination of talent management in academia in which they describe the ability to attract top talent as a crucial issue for universities. The effects of making poor recruitment decisions include increased costs and employee turnover, and lowering of morale in the existing workforce (ACAS, 2014). Van den Brink et al. (2013) examined recruitment and selection practices in three disciplinary areas in academia in the Netherlands - humanities, STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) and medical sciences - and found that academic fields differ in how appointments are organised, how candidates are sought and identified, and how performance indicators play a role in recruitment. They identify three key dilemmas relating to human resource management for universities, expressed in the following dimensions: transparency versus autonomy, the power of human resources versus the power of academics, and equality versus homogeneity, with each disciplinary area sitting
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at different points on these dimensions but with a tendency towards autonomy, power resting with academics and homogeneity. This paper aims to extend the work of Van den Brink et al. (2013) and responds to Thunnissen, Boselie and Fruytier’s (2013a) call for further research to examine talent management in practice in public and non-profit organisations.

Like Van den Brink et al. (2013, 181), we consider recruitment and selection as ‘embedded in a global, economic, political and socio-cultural context’. We extend Van den Brink et al.’s (2013) work by focusing on the recruitment stage in academia in accounting, a subfield not included in Van den Brink et al.’s study, and across different geographical contexts, Scotland and the Republic of Ireland. Scotland and the Republic of Ireland were chosen since these countries are subject to different funding and regulatory models. In particular, Scotland participates in regular research assessment processes - the previous Research Assessment Exercises (RAEs) and their replacement, the Research Excellence Framework (REF) - whereas the Republic of Ireland does not. These processes have been said to have affected the working life of academics, especially in relation to increased expectations around research performance and the development of university performance measurement processes (Parker, 2011b). Within the accounting field, there has also been some suggestion that they have affected recruitment into academia (Duff and Monk, 2006). An examination of recruitment into accounting in academia in Scotland and the Republic of Ireland therefore allows for comparisons to be drawn across different funding contexts and to enable a better understanding of the interplay between disciplinary subfield and country context. We further separate accounting in Scotland into old universities (those existing before 1992) and new universities (those formed out of prior institutions that were able to gain university status following the passing of the Further and Higher Education Act 1992). These institutions differ in research depth and ethos. Hence, treating these two groups of Scottish universities
as two separate contexts allows for an examination of differences both between and within countries. Our selected contexts are described in more detail later in the paper.

In order to frame the paper, we examine recruitment in terms of the dimensions of transparency versus autonomy, the power of human resources versus the power of academics and equality versus homogeneity. In addition, we examine the effect of discipline-specific factors identified from prior literature that are relevant to the recruitment process in order to better understand the specific decision-making context: the trend towards the recruitment of PhD holders rather than professionally qualified staff, the development of the business or management school, and the effect of research assessment on recruitment. This paper therefore aims to contribute to understanding of one stage of academic talent management (the recruitment stage) as implemented within one disciplinary subfield (accounting) and further explores the influence of context by comparing recruitment across two geographical settings (Scotland and the Republic of Ireland), further subdividing Scotland into two sub-contexts (old and new universities) that have different historical, structural and funding environments. Our research questions are:

1. What does our examination of recruitment in our chosen contexts tell us about how talent is defined in these contexts?
2. How does recruitment in our chosen contexts sit in relation to the three dilemmas of transparency versus autonomy, the power of human resources versus the power of academics, and equality versus homogeneity?
3. To what extent have the trends identified in the literature review in relation to the increasing likelihood of the recruitment of PhD holders rather than professionally qualified staff, the development of the business or management school and the effect of research assessment on recruitment, affected our three chosen contexts?
4. Drawing the above three research questions together, to conclude, what insights into the interplay between subfield and context can be gained from comparing recruitment in our chosen disciplinary subfield of accounting across two distinct geographical contexts and different types of universities?

This paper is structured as follows. First, prior literature is reviewed relating to talent management, the three dilemmas identified by Van den Brink et al. (2013), and contextual factors specific to the field of accounting. Then the context and research methods are explained before reporting and analysing the results. Finally, discussion and conclusions are presented. Overall we find that recruitment in our selected contexts differs from the findings presented by Van den Brink et al. (2013) in relation to the three dilemmas, and that these differences can be attributed to underlying contextual factors that reflect differences in academic disciplines and geographical areas.

**Literature Review**

**Talent Management and Academic Talent**

Scullion et al. (2010, 106) define global talent management as including:

all organizational activities for the purpose of attracting, selecting, developing, and retaining the best employees in the most strategic roles (those roles necessary to achieve organizational strategic priorities) on a global scale.

Thus, global talent management must be linked to an organisation’s global business strategy (Minbaeva and Collings, 2013). This has led to a redefinition of the role of the human resource function, with the work moving from being mainly focused on administrative support (for example in record-keeping and payroll) to a role that is more strategic, focusing on the alignment of talent management and leadership development with an organisation’s strategic goals (Novicevic and Harvey, 2001; SHRM, 2006, 2008). Recently, human
resources departments have moved away from working jointly with line management and instead take more responsibility for major policy decisions (CRANET/ SHRM/CIHRS, 2015). It is therefore important for researchers to consider an organisation’s strategic priorities, ideally across more than one national context (Minbaeva and Collings, 2013).

Talent has been defined in a variety of ways, for example whether it is innate or alternatively, whether it can be acquired, with different organisations taking different approaches across the full spectrum (Meyers, van Woerkom and Dries, 2013). Other questions raised are whether talent must be manifest at the recruitment stage or whether instead its potential can be recognised, and whether the focus should be on people themselves or on their characteristics, such as their qualifications (Thunnissen et al., 2013b). Underlying conceptualisations variously view talent as capital, individual difference, giftedness, identity, strength or the perception of talent (Dries, 2013). In terms of implications for organisations, Minbaeva and Collings (2013) argue that it may not be necessary to always recruit the ‘best’ in terms of experience or qualifications, or ‘A players’ for example; instead it is important to focus on outputs and to consider how talent can best be deployed within an organisation.

Here, we focus on one aspect of talent management, the recruitment stage. Since little is known about how talent is defined in academic contexts (Van den Brink et al., 2013), this paper seeks to find out how academic heads of department of accounting conceptualise talent. Drawing on the above literature, we explore the alignment of talent with strategy, whether it focuses on a person’s qualities or qualifications, and whether recruits need to possess such manifest talent at recruitment or whether they can be recruited for development potential. These issues are addressed in our first research question: What does our examination of recruitment in our chosen contexts tell us about how talent is defined in these contexts?
The role of Human Resources in Talent Management

The role of human resource management in talent management has also been discussed in prior literature. Four roles played by human resources departments, relating to processes, culture, receptivity and leadership, have been identified and found in practice (Farndale, Scullion and Sparrow, 2010; Sparrow, Farndale and Scullion, 2013. In relation to the context of this paper, three dimensions have been identified as challenges or dilemmas for human resource managers in relation to academic recruitment (Van den Brink et al., 2013).

The first dimension is transparency versus autonomy. There is a greater emphasis on transparency and accountability in modern recruitment processes in an effort to be visible and open, thus reducing opportunities for corrupt or unethical practices. However, Van den Brink et al. (2013) found that there is still some way to go in academia since the relatively low level of increased transparency and accountability has not yet led to an equal recruitment process because closed or semi-closed recruitment practices continue to be employed in academia. For example, they found that young academics, frequently ones already situated internally in research student or junior academic roles, are often invited to apply for positions, while more senior staff are approached by departments or, increasingly, by recruitment agencies. They further found that academics strive to maintain their own professional expertise and influence over recruitment even where new human resources policies relating to recruitment have been introduced. These practices reflect a collegial rather than a managerial model (Deem, 1998).

The second dimension is the power of human resources versus the power of academics. Universities have large human resources departments but these primarily deal with the processing of applications, leaving academic recruitment decisions still largely in the hands
of academic staff, with UK heads of department reporting that they had a significant degree of control over the recruitment process, despite the involvement of human resource departments and representation of other schools on selection boards (Metcalfe, Rolfe, Stevens and Weale, 2005). This is consistent with advice to human resources practitioners that it is generally better for line managers to lead the job analysis stage because of their specialist knowledge. If line managers play an integral part in selecting the most suitable member of staff, it is more likely that they will be committed to the new employee’s success (Martin, Whiting and Jackson, 2010). Van den Brink et al. (2013) found that human resource managers are aware of the lack of transparency in recruitment practices, as discussed above, and the disconnect between policy and practice but find themselves unable to influence the process. Therefore, while recognising that human resource managers have a role to play in ensuring transparency and fair procedures, Van den Brink et al. (2013) argue that they often lack the power and inside knowledge to detect unfair practices. Hence, the relationship between administrators and academics can involve tension and conflict (Bourdieu, 1988).

The third dimension is equality versus homogeneity. There is some evidence that academics show a tendency to appoint in their own image, rather than encouraging increased diversity (Essed, 2004). Van den Brink et al. (2013, 192) found that elite academics involved in recruitment were influential in deciding which candidates were deemed to be excellent, with a tendency towards recruiting individuals ‘congruent with their own personal and scientific preferences’, and that it was difficult for others to challenge this elite academic conception of excellence. Bias in relation to gender, ethnicity and age have been cited as common examples of inequality in selection, leading to the risk that candidates may be unable to disrupt the status quo whereas, conversely, innovation and creativity are expected of them, with the result that ‘more of the same’ is unlikely to form a successful recruitment policy in the
longer-term (Husu, 2000; Van den Brink et al., 2013). The second and third dimensions are therefore closely related to the first if, in acting autonomously, academics wittingly or otherwise act without transparency or equality.

Building on these three dimensions, our second research question is: How does recruitment in our chosen contexts sit in relation to the three dilemmas of transparency versus autonomy, the power of human resources versus the power of academics, and equality versus homogeneity?

**Recruitment in Accounting in Academia – Underlying Trends**

*Trends in Recruitment*

Accounting departments have long experienced difficulty in attracting and retaining suitable staff (Macve, 1989, Holland, 1991, Hopper, 2013). Uncompetitive academic salaries (compared with those of accountants) were considered to be a cause of recruitment difficulties, both in Scotland (Weetman, 1993) and particularly so in the south of England (Arnold and Sherer, 1988). Universities UK (2007) speculated that difficulties in accounting recruitment persist due to strong demand for such professionals in other parts of the economy, and uncompetitive university pay rates relative to other employment opportunities.

When accounting was first introduced as an academic discipline in universities in the early 20th Century, departments were largely staffed by professionally-qualified accountants (Zeff, 1997). However, from the 1980s the proportion of professionally-qualified staff in the UK began to decline markedly with the PhD rapidly becoming an increasingly prevalent entry qualification (Brown, Jones and Steele, 2007). The strong research focus in UK universities, encouraged by successive research assessment exercises, means that academic departments need staff to be able to publish quickly in order to be eligible for inclusion in research
assessment (Duff and Monk, 2006). This may be easier for PhD entrants, who already have research experience, whereas most professionally qualified entrants do not. However, in the Republic of Ireland, where research assessment does not exist, recruitment continues to be predominantly from the ranks of professionally-qualified accountants.

From Accounting Department to Business or Management School

The profile of the accounting academic has therefore changed. Accounting departments have also changed. Accounting was often historically located in stand-alone departments but now it is frequently located within wider subject groupings that often sit as divisions or subject groups within broader business or management schools. The business school model dates back to the nineteenth century in the USA and Europe (Clarke, 2008) but it is only in more recent years that it has become widespread in the UK (Rowlinson and Hassard, 2011). Now, approximately 15% of the UK higher education population studies business and management subjects (Williams, 2010), justifying a separate home in the form of a business school.

The growth of the business school reflects a desire to break down ‘silos’ associated with narrow disciplinary groupings towards a more eclectic, corporate-facing academia (Lorange, 2006) but has the effect of reducing the visibility of individual disciplines such as accounting (Ashton et al., 2009). Parker (2002, 606) noted the trend towards university restructuring centred around a smaller number of large-scale faculties or divisions ‘in pursuit of a smaller number of accountable strategic business units (SBUs), and a small number of senior managers accountable to them’. This, alongside a focus on outcomes, income and profit maximisation, corporate strategy and key performance indicators, makes the unit easier to manage (Parker, 2011a). A more managerialist culture, in which performance targets and measures have been introduced to measure and evaluate the productivity of individual
academics, has also been said to have reconstituted the academic as a commodity (Willmott, 1995; Lawrence and Sharma, 2002), resulting in a shift away from the previously more collegial university culture in which academics had the scope to play a greater role in influencing their academic grouping (Saravanamutha and Tinker, 2002; Christopher, 2012).

The Influence of Research Assessment

Although there were attempts to assess research in the UK prior to the first research assessment exercise (RAE) in 1986, the RAEs formalised the process. RAEs have been held in the UK in 1986, 1989, 1992, 1996, 2001 and 2008 with the results of the most recent version, now renamed as the Research Excellence Framework (REF), announced at the end of 2014. These processes were designed to peer-review the quality of research performed in the UK higher education sector, not only providing an overview of research quality in the UK, but also determining the allocation of research funds from government to individual institutions (Otley, 2002). Their impact has been much greater than that, however, with UK research assessment playing ‘an increasingly influential role in defining the meaning of life’ in UK universities (Humphrey, Moizer and Owen, 1995, 141). The emphasis on research has increased, with research time being allocated as an institutional reward for prior success and to induce particular behaviours (Willmott, 1995; Harley and Lee, 1997) and there is growing evidence that the perceived quality and journal rankings of an individual’s research outputs influences recruitment and promotion decisions (Beattie and Goodacre, 2012; Brooks, Fenton and Walker, 2014).

Although research productivity and quality judged by peer review in UK universities has a long history, Harley and Lee (1997) argued that the context within which research has been produced has changed. A managerialist approach has replaced collegiate-based control and
informal peer review with universities being run increasingly as businesses. Efficiency, performance appraisal and measurement are emphasised, evidenced via a focus on research outputs, especially journal papers (Macdonald and Kam, 2011). The use of journal ranking lists (Tourish, 2011; Willmott, 2011; Mingers and Willmott, 2013; Rowlinson, Harvey, Kelly, Morris and Todeva, 2015) to evaluate papers fuses managerialism with peer review, institutionalising control over academic labour processes (Butler and Spoelstra, 2014).

In order to contextualise our study in terms of the above literature, this paper’s third research question asks: To what extent have the trends identified in the literature review in relation to the increasing likelihood of the recruitment of PhD holders rather than professionally qualified staff, the development of the business or management school and the effect of research assessment on recruitment, affected our three chosen contexts?

Drawing our first three research question together, in conclusion, in order to address our fourth research question, we discuss the insights into the interplay between subfield and context that can be gained from comparing recruitment in our chosen disciplinary subfield of accounting across two distinct geographical contexts.

**Context and Method**

This paper examines recruitment into academia in accounting in two geographical contexts, Scotland and the Republic of Ireland. In Scotland, twelve institutions offer degrees in accounting. In all cases, accounting sits within a business or management school. We distinguish between ‘old’ and ‘new’ Scottish universities as their history and ethos differ. There are eight ‘old’ universities, comprising four ancient universities established between
and 1582 and another four universities that gained university status in the 1960s. The Further and Higher Education Act 1992 led to the designation of additional ‘new’ universities. In the Republic of Ireland, the Universities Act 1997 recognises seven universities. Accounting is taught at six, sitting within a wider business school in five of these institutions and in a college of business and law in another. Scottish higher education receives funding from the Scottish Funding Council with the amount dependent upon the results of regular research assessment, as discussed earlier. Irish higher education is funded by the Irish government but there has been no research assessment exercise in order to inform funding allocations. Therefore, by including Scottish and Irish universities, it is possible to compare the effects of different research assessment funding contexts.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with the heads of departments of accounting at fourteen universities - five ‘old’ (two ancient and three others) and four ‘new’ universities in Scotland, and five in the Republic of Ireland. These interviews were in-depth interactions, ranging from one hour to two-and-a-half hours. Fourteen was considered to provide sufficient coverage as, by that point, no new insights were obtained and saturation (Guest, Bunce and Johnson (2006) had occurred. Prior research studies have tended to interview human resource management professionals (Sparrow et al., 2013) or individuals seeking positions (Tansley and Tietze, 2013). Our interest was in the environment within which recruitment was taking place which would not be known to many applicants. Therefore, we selected a group previously unrepresented in the literature, heads of department, as, looking downwards, they would be close to the academics in their departments and therefore aware of recruitment from the perspective of their departmental members as well as from their own perspective. Looking upwards, heads of department can be viewed as having a privileged interpretation of what goes on in an organisation (Hinings, Thibault, Slack and Kikulis,
1996), occupying a position between the members of their departments and senior
management and typically involved in short-listing and sitting on selection panels for
academic staff within their department. Hence they would be aware of both their own
university policy and also of the factors that influence recruitment within their subject area.
Seven held a professional qualification and later gained a PhD. Three held a professional
qualification only. Two held a PhD only and two possessed neither qualification. Therefore,
in total, ten individuals held a professional qualification and nine held a PhD\textsuperscript{vii}.

The interviews were semi-structured, asking heads of department firstly to describe the aims,
ethos and composition of their departments, including the balance between professionally
qualified and PhD recruits and changes over time; their own background; the heads’
perceptions of the characteristics of the ideal recruit, including their assessment of the
advantages and disadvantages of professionally qualified vis à vis PhD recruits; the factors
that influence and drive recruitment; the process and key players in the making of recruitment
decisions and the criteria for shortlisting and appointment with a focus on the role of heads,
the wider school and university; and the importance and influence of research in the
recruitment process and any other observations not covered elsewhere in the interviews.
Although we had the three dimensions in mind, the words ‘transparency’, ‘autonomy’,
‘power’, ‘equality’ and ‘homogeneity’ were not used so as not to lead respondents but
questions were asked to attempt to elicit underlying aspects relating to these dimensions. The
interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. All interviews are reported
anonymously.

The interviews were analysed by theme. Thematic analysis was considered to be appropriate
as it is a flexible method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns and themes within
Thematic analysis generally follows four distinct stages (Braun and Clark, 2006; Clark and Braun, 2013). First, in order to become familiar with the data, the recorded interviews were transcribed, read and re-read by the researchers. Second, the data was coded. Clark and Braun (2013) define a theme as a coherent and meaningful pattern in the data relevant to the research question, with the appropriateness of a theme lying in its ability to capture some level of patterned response or meaning within the data in relation to a specific research question. Drawing on the research questions, the themes initially used were centred around the views of the head of department on the type of recruit they were looking for and aspects of the recruitment process. The third stage of the process was to thematise the coded data, pulling together the codes from the across the entire dataset. Fourth, the themes were refined under the thematic headings of definitions of talent, transparency versus autonomy, the power of human resources versus the power of academics, equality versus homogeneity, recruitment trends, and the influence of research assessment.

**Findings**

**Transparency versus Autonomy**

In contrast with the findings of Van den Brink et al. (2013), the recruitment processes adopted in the three contexts considered in this paper (Scottish old, Scottish new and Republic of Ireland universities) did not appear to be especially closed or semi-closed. Posts were advertised and heads referred to the need to produce a job specification setting out the requirements and qualifications of the recruit, which is consistent with transparency (Thunnissen et al., 2013b). Also consistent with transparency, most recruits in Scotland appeared to be unknown to the department at the time of selection. Only one head in
Scotland (in an old university) mentioned recruiting someone known to the department, a former student who had gained a professional accountancy qualification after graduation:

As a matter of fact we have someone joining us in August who has a degree and a professional qualification but no PhD… it’s not typical, because we knew the student, a really unusual case (Scottish old university B)

A different pattern was evident in the Republic of Ireland. There, recruitment is often initially into a contract position. Four of the five heads of department used such a process, one going as far as to say:

All of our recruitment is on a contract basis. If they demonstrate in that time they are serious about getting a PhD, obviously we wouldn’t expect them to come in and start from zero base and wrap it up in three years usually before, we would have a pretty good idea and so far we haven’t gone wrong, in that, at the end of the three years, if a permanent post becomes available and that person performs well during the selection process then they get the permanent post (Republic of Ireland university E)

Therefore, a contract can be seen as, in effect, a probationary period, and often these would be converted into a permanent position:

We would often appoint people under contract, one year contract – recently there are a few longer ones – and that was an extremely genuine probation period in the sense that we could see how a person operated in a relatively small unit for a full year and we would all work together closely enough to have a pretty good idea of how somebody is performing. We would often have the opportunity then of converting the person who’s been on a contract into that permanent position (Republic of Ireland university C)

We kind of use that teaching assistant role over a two year period as a way of assessing a lot of people in the department (Republic of Ireland university D)

While this could be viewed as a process lacking transparency and giving favourable consideration to a contract employee, thus not treating all candidates equally, this would be to ignore the fact that the appointment to a contract position in the first place did appear to be transparent and impartial. This therefore represents a hybrid position not utilised by the Scottish heads of department. A key feature across the three contexts was the use of a job specification stating whether a candidate should possess a PhD or a professional accountancy
qualification, indicating that talent was being defined in terms of qualifications rather than people (Thunnissen et al., 2013b).

_Talent conflated with qualifications – from professional qualification to PhD_

Consistent with Brown et al., (2007), heads of department in the old Scottish universities commented that, historically, the professional qualification had been the typical requirement but that it was becoming increasingly difficult to recruit professionally qualified staff:

> It is going to be a big problem in the future I think for academic departments to get people who have got practical experience of a professional qualification (Scottish old university B)

Although the PhD route had become the established entry point, and a PhD was often specified as an essential requirement in a recruitment person specification with a professional qualification being listed as desirable rather than essential, heads differed in their views of the relative merit of the two qualifications. The usefulness of a professional qualification from a teaching perspective was recognised, particularly because of the credibility that a professional qualification was deemed to confer. However, there was a widespread view that it is difficult to consider a professionally qualified candidate without any research experience for a lecturing position since:

> Judging the potential for research is very difficult if you have someone with a professional accountant background (Scottish old university C)

The specification of a PhD was considered to be a means of conveying an important message:

> The aim is to try and go 100% research active… it’s at least making it clear that we need a research orientated member of staff (Scottish old university D)

A PhD was thus linked to the wider university strategy, in keeping with the talent management literature’s message that talent management should reflect and support strategic aims (Scullion et al., 2010; Minbaeva and Collings, 2013) and was viewed as an indicator of
publication potential (Duff and Monk, 2006), indicating that talent was being defined in terms of potential rather than being required from the start (Thunnissen et al., 2013b). Within the Scottish old universities, the risk of recruiting someone who might not publish was a frequently expressed concern, so the possession of a PhD provided some objective ‘evidence’ (Scottish old university A) to justify a decision. Heads of department frequently referred to the risk of appointing someone who did not publish. Even when a PhD was taken as an indicator of potential, heads felt that there remained a huge risk that someone would not publish ‘and we’ve suffered from this particular risk’ (Scottish old university C). Therefore, the influence of risk-based managerialism, specifically the risk of recruiting someone who would not produce publishable assessable research, was uppermost in the minds of interviewees from the old Scottish universities.

Alignment of talent management with wider institutional strategy

Within the new Scottish universities, a different attitude was evident. In these universities, possession of a professional qualification was often considered to be advantageous:

Rightly or wrongly I think probably because of our strong professional links, we would be quite unhappy maybe taking on people who have not had professional accountancy training, which I suspect is probably not the norm, but I mean I think part of the value-added comes from the fact that I am using people who have done it in practice (Scottish new university I)

Paradoxically, however, the fact that the new Scottish universities have a large proportion of professionally qualified staff in post already means that they do not necessarily see a real need to recruit more of the same:

At the moment we have substantial number of professionally qualified accountants and we have a very low level of research activity in our accounting group (Scottish new university H)

This head therefore wanted recruitment to focus more on research. Another head, in a university that specifies a master’s degree rather than a PhD as essential, commented:
We are going down the academic route because the level of research activity in our school generally is not great and we want it to increase along with the university idea. We don’t want to recruit teachers, we don’t want to recruit researchers, we’re somewhere in between the two (Scottish new university G).

While the heads of department in the Scottish new universities were therefore more open to recruiting a professionally-qualified recruit than their old university counterparts, wider university pressures were making it more difficult for such a person to secure appointment because they do not possess publications, could not be included in the research assessment process or because the ethos of the university was undergoing change, indicating the alignment of talent management with strategic objectives (Scullion et al., 2010; Minbaeva and Collings, 2013), as had also been evident in the old Scottish universities. Having a PhD was considered by some to enable the recruit to deliver particular types of teaching, particularly post-graduate provision. Consistent with Parker (2011a), a degree of homogenisation was evident, with policy being determined at a more centralised level and paying attention to wider school or university strategic needs rather than discipline-specific ones (Ashton et al., 2009):

Therefore, the profile of an accounting lecturer becomes more similar to the profile of any academic entering the school (Scottish new university F).

However, concern was expressed about the suitability of PhD recruits to deliver teaching:

This is probably borne out of my experience of having to manage new starts and borne out of, to some extent out of personal prejudice – that you have people coming in with PhDs and you just kind of think “What do they know?” , you know? Specialism’s in a narrow area and they can’t necessarily teach the whole range of subjects and therefore you’ve got to consider whether you can actually put them in front of a class (Scottish new university H).

The views of heads of department in the Scottish new universities therefore suggest a somewhat ambivalent view of the relative merits of PhD and professionally qualified recruits and their likelihood of recruiting from a particular qualification background. As with the old
Scottish universities, the new Scottish universities used job/person specifications, indicating that best practice relating to transparency was being applied and recruitment was open with candidates not being individually approached.

**Talent related to research context**

In contrast to the Scottish heads of department, the heads in universities in the Republic of Ireland expressed a clear preference for a professionally qualified recruit and this was reflected in their job specifications. The main advantage cited by Irish interviewees for this preference is their ability to teach across a range of subjects and at a high level:

> The differences I find between accounting people and people in other disciplines is that we get in people who can generally teach, very good teachers (Republic of Ireland university B)

> Generally people that come in can go into any of these classes and so it’s that flexibility, credibility and I would also have to say, a very professional approach to the way they go about things (Republic of Ireland university E)

This represented a focus on qualifications but also suggested that these heads were more interested in the type of person they were recruiting (Thunnissen et al., 2013b) than had been evident in the two Scottish contexts. Another issue is the value placed by the accounting departments on their relationship with the professional community, which they described as close and cordial, and which they attributed to the large proportion of the academics who are professionally qualified and who therefore find it easy liaise with, and be accepted by, the professional firms. However, some heads commented that an associated problem may be a lack of understanding of the academic role as professionally-qualified recruits may think that the job only involves teaching.

The above preference for a professionally-qualified recruit may be because the Republic of Ireland’s experience of PhD qualified recruits has not been entirely positive:
Now we have recruited two staff who have PhDs who are not professionally qualified accountants, now that has actually turned out to be quite a problem. Firstly because we cannot get them to teach a whole load of courses, you know they haven’t the competence and in, in both cases actually I think the lack of professional training is extremely obvious. They are academics, not professionals. And you know those who don’t have the professional accounting don’t do things in a professional way and don’t really fit in to the ethos of the department, you know? (Republic of Ireland university A)

A number of people that we have interviewed with PhDs … their interviews would suggest to us that they would be the wrong type of person for the job, we just could not see them fulfilling the basic teaching requirement that we regard as significant, and because we’re not under an obligation to achieve a particular research output at any cost, we can say “We don’t want you.” (Republic of Ireland university C)

Overall, in contrast with Van den Brink et al. (2013), our findings suggest that the recruitment process across the three contexts was transparent, as illustrated by the use of job descriptions and the open appointment system where recruits were often unknown to the recruiter. In the Republic of Ireland, recruitment into permanent positions often came from those currently in contract positions but the initial recruitment into contract positions was itself transparent. Van den Brink et al. (2013) contrasted such transparency with autonomy but our findings show that the distinction between transparency and autonomy varied with context. In the Scottish universities, both old and new, there was wider school and university pressure to recruit PhD qualified candidates in order to better meet the universities’ strategic objectives, especially in relation to research performance. The heads of department expressed their own clear personal preference for a professionally qualified accountant who has subsequently undertaken a PhD but they realised that this was no longer likely to materialise. The greatest degree of autonomy was evident in the Republic of Ireland where heads were still able to recruit from professionally qualified applicants. Across the three sectors, the discussions revolved around the qualifications of recruits, signifying that talent was being defined primarily in terms of qualifications rather than other attributes.
Power of Human Resources versus Power of Academics

The prior recruitment literature suggested that human resources are becoming more managed, more strategic and having an increased influence on organisations (Novicevic and Harvey, 2001; SHRM, 2006, 2008; CRANET/SHRM/CIHRS, 2015). In this study, however, no head of department mentioned the involvement of human resources at all in relation to recruitment other than in relation to process, for example in the preparation of a person specification. Academics appeared able to influence recruitment considerably with human resources departments playing only a light-touch administrative role, leaving actual recruitment decisions to academics. The use of the vocabulary of job or person specifications shows the influence of human resources departments on administrative aspects of recruitment and indicated that the recruitment process had become more structured and transparent but no head of department indicated that human resources played any further part in selection.

In line with Metcalfe et al.’s (2005) findings that academics had a significant degree of control over recruitment, and with human resources good practice that human resources should play a supportive role (Martin et al., 2010), we found that recruitment was largely under the control of academics rather than human resource staff in all three of our contexts. However, this did not mean that they were able to act autonomously. The influence did not come from human resources; rather it came from higher levels in the academic hierarchy.

Talent management, the wider university and strategic objectives

Heads of department indicated that there was considerable centralisation (Parker, 2002) which meant that their ability to set their own agenda was limited, once again showing an
alignment between talent management and strategic objectives. This applied across the three classifications of universities, ranging from Scottish old universities:

We can’t do anything that is bizarrely different from the rest of the college, if the rest of the college was just departments we would have a lot more say (Scottish old university A) to Scottish new universities:

We’ve had changes at senior management level where they have a very, kind of, centrist and autocratic approach to who gets recruited… I used to have a lot of latitude in shaping things but now, increasingly, that seems to be taken away from me (Scottish new university H)

and also to universities in the Republic of Ireland:

There’s certainly, if you like, a greater formality creeping in to the discretion that people are allowed on their recruitment process (Republic of Ireland university C)

The above quotes show that decision making has been centralised and that departments have to adhere to common financial policies and formalised procedures (Parker, 2011a).

Respondents pointed to the requirement to conform to wider university recruitment policies, for example, setting a master’s degree or PhD as an essential requirement, and suggested that their previous flexibility had disappeared. These findings were common across the three university classifications. One head who had responsibility for a wider business school as well as for accounting commented:

Accounting has to tow the line and if I want PhDs in management I also have to require in accounting because of the framework but it’s become particularly perhaps sensitive and we cannot say we require a PhD in management but if you are an accountant you don’t. So I have to have a level baseline (Scottish new university F)

Corporatisation

Prior literature suggested that the growth of business and management schools had been accompanied by corporatisation (Lorange, 2006; Parker, 2011a, 2011b). This was evident in the references to examples of corporate language used across the three contexts. In the three sectors, heads of department referred to ‘performance management’, ‘workload models’, ‘strategic drivers’ and ‘quality assurance’. These impacted upon recruitment because it was
important to recruit someone who would satisfy the measures, for example by publishing at a specified level or contributing to overall research (pointedly not teaching) strategy, within a context where workload models quantified gaps to be filled and favoured researchers.

Consistent with Ashton et al., (2009), these responses indicate that the heads of department did feel a loss of autonomy in various aspects of their management including recruitment but that this was coming from a higher level in the academic hierarchy rather than from human resources. The effect is a reduction in diversity. Instead, we found homogeneity in terms of having policies that apply across the school or university rather than just across an individual department. Hence structural change and the introduction of corporate-style management policies were drivers for change.

Overall, our findings confirm those of Van den Brink et al. (2013) that power continues to reside with academics rather than with human resource professionals but they differ from Van den Brink et al.’s findings in one respect. Although we found that power resided with academics, power did not vest in our heads of department. They felt constrained by wider institutional policy and had to comply with procedures that were set at a higher level in the hierarchy. Across our three contexts, a more corporate-style of management was evident and, as one of our interviewees (Scottish new university F) put it, ‘accounting has to tow the line’.

**Equality versus Homogeneity**

The human resources literature suggested that academics often appoint in their own image, with tendencies towards homogeneity rather than equality (Essed, 2004), and with potential gender bias (Husu, 2000). Our findings are mixed here. In Scotland, recruitment practices appeared to have been driven primarily by institutional rather than personal preferences.
Heads came from a range of qualification backgrounds but these did not seem to have affected their comments. For example, one head with a PhD who did not possess a professional qualification said: ‘My ideal candidate: professionally qualified turned academic’. Thus, there did not appear to be a homogenising effect. This contrasts with the Republic of Ireland heads who generally preferred a professionally-qualified recruit who then undertook PhD studies, the route taken by four of the five heads themselves.

Only one example was cited of a department recruiting a former student, a practice that would exemplify the remnants of the previous collegial culture (Saravanamutha and Tinker, 2002; Christopher, 2012) in which departments recruited people they knew in order to shape the kind of department they wished to be. The fact that this example was cited as being unusual indicates that the emphasis has shifted from autonomy to transparency and from homogeneity to equality. Equality is further indicated by references to the market, in that selection takes place from what the market generates rather than from personal contacts. This market may also play a part in the acceleration of the trend towards PhD recruits. Several heads commented that they simply do not get many applications any more from professionally qualified candidates:

We were getting more people who had done the PhD route and applying for jobs here rather than traditional, professionally qualified people… There are more PhDs around. But I think the other factors are relevant as well. I think an academic career as opposed to continuing in practice is now less attractive than it was, or put round the other way, the rewards available for somebody who’s doing reasonably well in practice, the disparity is now greater than it used to be (Scottish old university E)

In the Scottish new universities, although the heads had their own preferences, they were open to people with more diverse backgrounds thus indicating that, although the current staff in the new universities were quite homogeneous in their qualifications, they were not averse
to recruiting those from different backgrounds. One head, who was professionally qualified and who had later undertaken a PhD, commented:

Because everybody in accounting apart from one person is all professionally qualified, therefore I think maybe I would be more open to a PhD because, as long as I have got a balance within the department, then I think, if I had a suitable candidate that ticked all the boxes and that actually satisfied what I was looking for, I wouldn’t have any strong view, one way or the other (Scottish new university I)

In the Republic of Ireland, where the preference was for a professionally-qualified recruit, the lack of diversity was recognised:

We are a fairly standard bunch, all come in with a professional qualification and have either succeeded or are fairly well down to the road to succeeding in a PhD (Republic of Ireland university E)

Therefore, different patterns were evident across the three sectors. In the Scottish old universities, the preference was for a PhD candidate, despite the fact that many heads of department themselves came from the alternative professional route. In the newer Scottish universities there was greater openness but in the Republic of Ireland the preference remained for a professional accountant. These preferences can be attributed, at least in part, to the research assessment environment and the influence that this had over university strategy.

Research assessment

Discussions referred frequently to successive research assessment exercises, particularly in the Scottish old universities where it was clearly regarded as the driver of the direction of a department and, consistent with Humphrey et al.’s (1995) early view that research assessment would increasingly define the meaning of UK academic life, it was viewed as exerting ‘a great influence on staff recruitment, staff retention, everything’ (Scottish old university A)

All heads in the Scottish old universities commented on the influence of research assessment but some were clear that this was an important, but not necessarily the only, factor:
I don’t think you can blame everything on (research assessment) but it’s focused the mind. An awful lot of the performance indicators in the university are counted in terms of research postgraduate numbers and research grant income so they are looking at the metrics and perhaps to provide funds to universities and they’re looking for easy metrics (Scottish old university C)

The likelihood of publishing in quality journals was considered to be higher for PhD recruits:

I think the standard of accounting research is so high nowadays, the top journal articles are such a high standard that I think people would find it very hard to hit those journals if they haven’t had thorough research training through a PhD. I don’t see how else you could possibly do it (Scottish old university D)

These heads of department were clearly aware of their research assessment context and there was a very clear message coming from senior management that performance in this area was crucial. As such, the heads could not act autonomously and the need to perform well on research had clearly influenced the trend towards the favouring of a PhD applicant (Beattie and Goodacre, 2012).

The new Scottish universities also referred to the influence of research assessment on recruitment with the ones being entered into the research assessment process being ‘the ones who have been here a couple of years’ (Scottish new university G). However, as in the old universities, this was an important, but not the only, driver:

One of our strategic drivers is to improve our business and management research. Therefore I would expect anyone coming in to accounting to accounting contribute to that (Scottish new university F)

These heads were therefore also subject to influences from senior management and could not act as autonomously as in the past Ashton et al. (2009).

Although the Republic of Ireland does not have its own version of research assessment, all heads of department referred frequently to the UK’s research assessment process.
Nonetheless, there was evidence that there are internal review processes in the Republic of Ireland that are becoming more formalised and are focusing more on research:

We’ve learned from your mistakes - at least we think we have...we have a different model and it’s basically a peer reviewed process where the department in terms of the university picks a panel of three external experts to review the department’s research output...We are more accountable now for the money we receive (Republic of Ireland university D)

Irish heads of department did not think that they would get a research assessment process but they felt that they would get something similar, hopefully better, saying of the UK process:

We’re delighted that you went through the research assessment process first, and are beyond the good and the bad, because certainly our own civil service are aware it, they’ve been fully briefed on the downside. What we think, we’re unlikely to get such a crude instrument (Republic of Ireland university D)

However, one head suggested that something more formalised would be welcome, commenting that the UK’s processes had ‘taken a hammer to crack a nut’ but continuing that:

I think a bit of measurement, you know I would welcome a bit of measurement because it would put research on the agenda in a way it isn’t on the agenda now, but it would also give recognition to the researchers (Republic of Ireland university A)

The Republic of Ireland heads were therefore subject to similar influences even though a formal research assessment process did not exist. They did, feel, however, that the lack of a formal process gave them more autonomy than their Scottish counterparts. The above quotes show that research assessment requires to be contextualised, that it drives recruitment in the old Scottish universities and that its impact is being felt in the new Scottish universities and in the Republic of Ireland, but in different ways and for different reasons.

Overall, in relation to equality and homogeneity, our findings differ from those of Van den Brink et al., (2013), particularly in Scotland. Whereas they found a high degree of homogeneity, we found, in Scotland in particular, that heads were unlikely to recruit in their own image because of the trend towards PhD recruitment, driven largely by the demands of research assessment. Heads in the Republic of Ireland were more likely to recruit in their
own (professional) image but even in that context, without research assessment, there were indications that the recruitment landscape was beginning to change.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

This paper finds that the three key dilemmas relating to human resource management for universities identified by Van den Brink et al. (2013) provide a useful framework for the examination of recruitment into academia. Following Van den Brink et al. (2013), we are able to situate recruitment in our context in relation to these three dilemmas. However, the previous section has shown that our findings differ in several respects from those of Van den Brink et al. (2013). Like Van den Brink et al., we found that academics rather than human resources staff held the power over recruitment, though power now vested in higher levels in the hierarchy rather than being located at the more granular, departmental level. However, while they found a largely autonomous and homogeneous recruitment process, we found greater evidence of transparency and equality. Van den Brink et al. (2013: 181) emphasised that recruitment and selection were ‘embedded in a ‘global, economic, political and socio-cultural context’. Our findings support this view and we now turn to examine these contextual factors in more detail in order to attempt to explain our differing findings. In particular, we focus on the interplay between our subfield of accounting and context.

It was clear that one reason for our different findings was the growing importance of the business or management school, often set within a larger college, as the locus of decision-making. Accounting academics had to operationalise school and college policies but they had lost the autonomy which had accompanied the previous primary focus on the now-defunct accounting department (Lorange, 2006). Departments had been replaced by divisions
within a business school setting and this had served to retain power in the hands of academics but this power had been taken away from narrow disciplinary specialists as universities had centralised so that power now resided with more senior management.

There remains a question of how much of the shift in recruitment is attributable to the business school model. The influence of senior management was evident in respondents’ references to decisions no longer being taken at departmental level but being located within centralised policies applicable across disciplinary areas. This approach aims to ensure consistency and equality across disciplines but fails to recognise differences in supply between disciplines (Hopper, 2013). The business or management school was found to be the prevalent structural model and this appears to have lent impetus to centralisation but the heads’ references to ‘senior management’ as well as to the business school suggest that the higher levels of the university would have driven recruitment changes whether or not a business or management school existed. The business school model appears to have exacerbated the shift in recruitment but it is possible that such a shift might have happened whether the business school or another configuration was used. Whatever the structural impetus, heads of department clearly felt constrained by wider policies that had left them with less autonomy than in the past when they operated as stand-alone departments.

Business schools have been criticised for being too vocational (Wren, Halbesleben and Buckley, 2007) but, at the same time, they are recognised as having an ethos that is different from the rest of the university, straddling both academia and the world of practice, which can create a tension between competing concerns about rigour and relevance (Clinebell and Clinebell, 2008). Hence it is not surprising that they have responded by emphasising their academic credential via academic participation in refereed journals and scientific
conferences, which had previously been associated with more established university disciplines (Thomas and Wilson, 2011; Alajoutsijärvi et al., 2015). The recruitment of academically-qualified PhD holders continues this shift. However, such a stance, which we find being operationalised in recruitment in accounting, privileges the PhD holder over the professionally qualified applicant which threatens to address the lack of academic rigour by shifting to a position that will over time reduce the professional experience of faculty.

Our findings show that the well documented shift in recruitment (Zeff, 1997; Brown et al, 2007; Duff and Monk, 2006) from a professionally qualified to PhD recruit has become even more entrenched. Talent is therefore being defined very narrowly, primarily in terms of preferred qualifications. In the Scottish old universities, interviewees stated frequently that the benefit of recruiting professionally qualified people was their ability to teach across a wide range of disciplinary areas, bringing their work experience as well as knowledge to bear and having a professional approach to work. However, these heads stated that such a person would be likely to lose out to a PhD-holder who is perceived to be less of a research risk. Whilst not quite so evident among the new Scottish universities, where the professionally qualified recruit was still the preferred choice for some heads of department, there was still evidence from the interviews that research was becoming more important. In this context, it was actually quite easy for heads to envisage the recruitment of a PhD qualified person since the majority of staff in post held professional qualifications and so there was less perceived need to add to this qualification group. The expressed preference of heads of department in the Republic of Ireland was for a professionally qualified recruit. They felt that they had more scope to achieve this given that most applicants were professionally-qualified. These heads of department attributed their professional preference to the fact that they were not operating within the framework of research assessment.
Across all sectors, research assessment was clearly at the forefront of all minds, not necessarily exclusively, but certainly in conjunction with research performance generally. The effect was most marked amongst the old Scottish universities where the need to perform well in research assessment led to the recruitment of PhD holders in order to minimise the risk of non-publishing but it was also evident in the new Scottish universities. In contrast, Irish heads expressed relief that they did not have the UK’s system but they were aware of the emerging research pressures, although to a considerably lesser extent than in Scotland.

It was clear that research assessment had influenced the strategic priorities of old and new universities in Scotland (Beattie and Goodacre, 2012) which in turn had led to the focus on appointing recruits able to meet the research priority. This privileges research over the other aspects of an academic role despite the fact, recognised by all heads, that they needed people to contribute across a range of academic activities including teaching, administrative duties and business/professional engagement, all of which contribute to the academic’s identity (Feather, 2016). The newer Scottish universities were still able to place some importance on teaching when recruiting but the research priority was ever-increasing. Our findings show that the underlying assumption behind the shift to PhD recruitment was that talent could be acquired through the PhD process and that the PhD was an indicator of potential, representing an output approach. This confirms the growing evidence that the perceived quality and journal rankings of an individual’s research is increasingly influencing recruitment and promotion decisions (Beattie and Goodacre, 2012; Brooks, Fenton and Walker, 2014). In the Republic of Ireland, greater latitude was possible because the strategic focus of their universities was more balanced between research and teaching, although the shift towards a research focus was more obvious than in the past. This confirms a trend, also noted in
Norway, that a heightened focus on research productivity is increasingly evident in countries without formalised research assessment (Kyvik and Aksnen, 2015). Nonetheless, the continuation of some differences across our contexts, despite a degree of homogenisation, shows that different academic identities continue to manifest themselves in relation to the variation in activities that academics are expected to engage in (Boyd and Smith, 2016).

Overall, therefore, we find that the three key dilemmas are evident within the accounting discipline in our selected contexts but that they manifest themselves in different ways from prior literature as a result of the interplay of a range of ways of defining talent and specific contextual factors. Three contextual factors have contributed to our different findings: the emergence of the business school as the main decision-making unit, the influence of research assessment, and the associated trend towards the recruitment of professionally-qualified rather than PhD recruits. Our analysis has compared the accounting discipline across two different geographical contexts that display different conditions and approaches, with different recruitment outcomes. This paper therefore shows that there are differences in relation to the three dilemmas across disciplines (in our case accounting, when compared with Van den Brink’s (2013) focus on the humanities, STEM subjects and medical sciences). Furthermore, specific contextual factors influence recruitment even within the same discipline when different geographical (here, in relation to Scotland and the Republic of Ireland) contexts across different institutional types (here, old and new Scottish universities) are examined. We conclude, therefore, that it is important to consider the interplay between subfield and context in order to better understand the operation of academic recruitment.
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